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AREA OF STUDY

 Core of the play: western Loving & Ward 
Counties across the Phantom, Sandbar, 
and Two Georges Fields 

– Chosen due to the long horizontal drilling 
history and relatively consistent reservoir 
quality

– High quality reservoir: good TOC, porosity, 
and thickness, coupled with a low Sw

 Analyzed 507 wells from 2007 to 2017
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Geological overview
AREA OF STUDY

Tectonic history
 Predecessor basin: mid-Ordovician 

Tobosa Basin
 Wolfcamp & Bone Spring accommodation 

space created by Mississippian-Permian 
Ouachita-Marathon Orogeny

 Current eastward dip due to Laramide
Orogeny

Study Area (white outline)
 Wolfcamp A

– ~8,000’ TVDSS, ~11,000’ MD
– ~500’ thick
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Geological overview
AREA OF STUDY

Basin Temperature History
 Maximum burial ~260 Ma
 Increased heat flow related to late 

Cenozoic extension of western North 
America (e.g. Barker and Pawlewicz, 
1987) 

– Most pronounced on the western 
flank of the basin adjacent to the 
Diablo Platform

 Modern day temperatures calculated 
from BHTs (left, data from the SMU 
Geothermal Lab) show no distinct 
geographic trend related to this 
event

 Temperatures range from 180° to 
220°F in our study area
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GENERATING LANDING ZONES

Limit analysis to Wolfcamp A wells
 Generate landing zones

– Pick tops & map horizons
– Create Structural Model

• Honors picks from all horizons
• No overlapping structure maps

– Run Well Targeting
• Calculates statistics and landing 

zones for each directional survey
– 60%+ of the wellbore must fall within 

the landing zone to be assigned
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TX ALLOCATED PRODUCTION

• Based on a model of expected
natural decline

• In partnership with operators

• DI’s proprietary algorithm uses 
inputs like lease-level reported 
production, pending production, 
completion dates and other input 
parameters
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PREDICTED GOR MODEL
 Created a predicted GOR model 

using data points outside our 
region of interest

– Transform’s MVStats: 
Alternating Conditional 
Expectation (ACE) model 
(Breiman and Friedman, 1985) 

 Outliers were removed
 Examined the transformed data 

plots; removed variables for two 
reasons:

– Low significance
– Did not follow geologic 

explanations for altering the 
predicted GOR

 Final model includes attributes 
such as temperature, TOC, and 
deep resistivity and is calibrated 
using produced 6-month GOR as 
the independent response 
variable

Cum 6 mo Gas
Cum 6 mo Oil
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PREDICTED GOR MODEL

HZ_TOC_Schmoker_AVG (Euc)
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PREDICTED GOR MODEL

 Median initial 6-month GOR has been generally increasing since 2009
– Predicted GOR captures this trend

 Explained by regional trends in solution gas
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PREDICTED GOR MODEL

 Oil wells are typically predicted within 
2000 scf/bbl

 Tail of underprediction
– Is this due to interference?

 Infill wells (< 1000’ from a Wolfcamp A 
well producing for at least 6 months) 
have the same distribution as other wells

 Higher-than-predicted GORs likely not 
due to interference 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

 Public data can predict GOR within 2000 scf/bbl in the Delaware Basin
– Improve the model with vitrinite reflectance or basin modeling

 One application: evaluate EUR changes and potential reservoir depletion over time 
(URTeC paper # 2903134)

 We have predicted GOR models across multiple basins in the US
– Delaware Basin – Wolfcamp A
– Gulf Coast Basin – Lower Eagle Ford
– Mid-Continent – Meramec & Woodford (STACK)
– Fort Worth Basin – Barnett

 Future work: predict log of GOR to better control for wells with higher GOR
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THANK YOU


